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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
Increased interest in recent years in cost accounting for distribution
can be credited largely to the passage of the Robinson - Patman Act
with its requirement that price differentials be justified on a cost basis.
But other influences have also been at work to provide the accountant
with further justification for increased activity in this field of cost
analysis. Since NRA with its numerous code provisions against selling below cost, various state laws have been passed for the regulation
of selling prices. In many cases these laws have based the minimum
allowed price on some sort of a cost foundation. Since most of these
laws have applied to the retailer rather than the manufacturer, the
principal cost problems thus provided have been in the distribution
cost field.
In this issue we are presenting an article by Professor Taggart in
which he discusses some of the problems of a cost accounting nature
presented by recent laws regulating prices, and an article by Dr.
Reitell outlining the procedure to be followed in applying standard
costs in the field of distribution. Neither of these men should need
introduction to N. A. C. A. members. Herbert F, Taggart is Associate Professor of Accounting at the University of Michigan. From
1933 to 1935 he served as Chief of the Cost Accounting Unit of the
National Recovery Administration and recently has served as Consultant on Distribution Costs with the Bureau of Foreign and Doinestic Commerce in Washington. Professor Taggart has contributed
generously to the literature of accounting and last June was a member of the panel which discussed "Distribution Cost Analysis Under
the Robinson - Patman Act" at the Chicago Convention.
Charles Reitell, now of Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison, spent
several years teaching accounting at the University of Pennsylvania
and the University of Pittsburgh. He has also seen extensive government service as Cost Examiner for the Federal Trade Commission,
Cost Statistician for the National Bureau of Standards, Staff Accountant for the War Department, Chief Accountant for the A. A. A., and
as Director of Accounts and Chairman of the Greater Pennsylvania
Council in his home state. The author of numerous books and articles
in the field of cost accounting, Dr. Reitell has served as President of
our Pittsburgh and Harrisburg and as a member of the National
Board.
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TH E "E STAB L ISH ED COST SURVEY"
By Herbert F. Taggart, Associate Professor of Accounting,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
accountants should be interested, if not excited, to know
COST
that in a number of jurisdictions in this country it is illegal

is

to sell goods or services below cost. This prohibition is so hedged
about with intent clauses and exceptions that a good deal of below perfectly legal, but it remains true that in several
cost selling
states the seller who contemplates an extensive program of selling
below cost (or any such program as will annoy his competitors)
will be wise to watch his step. Both the California Unfair Practices Act, which was the progenitor of such state laws, and the
Minnesota Anti - Discrimination Act, which, while patterned after
the California law, shows many interesting modifications, have recently met severe setbacks in the courts, but it is too early to count
them out, and the need for discussing them has by no means
passed.
The California Provision

is

The language of the California Act is representative. Section 3
reads in part as follows:
"It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in business within this
State, to sell any article or product at less than the cost thereof to
such vendor, or give away any article or product, for the purpose of
injuring competitors or destroying competition, and he shall also be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be subject
to the penalties set out in section 11 of this act for any such act."
The first question which will occur to the cost accountant is, what
is cost? Does it mean just the bare cost of the goods themselves,
or does it include the cost of getting the goods into customers'
hands? The California act leaves no doubt on this point. Seetion 3 goes on to say:
"The term 'cost' as used in this act as applied to production
hereby defined as including the cost of raw materials, labor and all
overhead expenses of the producer; and as applied to distribution
'cost' shall mean the invoice or replacement cost, whichever is lower,
of the article or product to the distributor and vendor plus the cost
of doing business by said distributor and vendor.
"The 'cost of doing business' or 'overhead expense' as used in this
act is defined as all costs of doing business incurred in the conduct of
such business and must include without limitation the following items
145
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of expense: labor (including salaries of executives and officers),
rent, interest on borrowed capital, depreciation, selling cost, maintenance of equipment, delivery costs, credit losses, all types of licenses,
taxes, insurance and advertising."

Some of the other state laws are not quite so specific, but they all
contemplate full and complete cost, with nothing omitted.

The Cost Definition
The inadequacy of this definition of cost is obvious to anyone at
all familiar with the problems of cost accounting. It places all
interested parties in the uncomfortable position of a cook who is
required to make a cake and knows only that it is composed of
flour, eggs, shortening, sugar, salt, leavening agent, milk, and
flavoring, and does not know how much of each ingredient to use,
how they should be mixed, or how long to bake them. The quoted
definition gives no indication of how much of the named elements
of cost apply to any given sale or over how long a period the computation of cost is to extend. The defects of this definition may, in
fact, be fatal to the California statute, since in the case of Balzer
v. Caler (74 P. ad 839), which is in litigation at the time of writing, a lower court has ruled as follows:"
"The act is vague, uncertain and incapable of application in its
method of ascertaining the vendor's cost of articles and products for
the purpose of fixing a figure below which it is rendered unlawful
and criminal to sell the goods. Section 3 defines the term 'cost,' as
applied to distribution, to mean 'the invoice or replacement cost,
whichever is lower, * * * p l u s the cost of doing business by said
distributor and vendor.' The 'cost of doing business' is defined as,
'all costs * * * incurred in the conduct of such business.' The act
declares that it 'must include without limitation the following items
of expense: Labor (including salaries of executives and officers),
rent, interest on borrowed capital, depreciation, selling cost, maintenance of equipment, delivery costs, credit losses, all types of licenses,
taxes, insurance and advertising.' According to the language of the
statute, the aggregate of all of these various items must be added to
the 'invoice or replacement cost' of a particular article which the
vendor desires to sell, to determine the price below which he is precluded from disposing of the goods. A bare statement of the asserted
rule demonstrates its absurdity. It is not the proportion of the overhead expenses which the value of the article for sale bears to the
value of the entire stock of goods, which is to be added to the invoice
price of the article, but 'all costs * * * incurred in the conduct of
such business,' are to be added thereto. Moreover, the statute fails
to state what period of time is to be included in estimating overhead
'Since this was written the California Supreme Court has reversed the
lower court and upheld the constitutionality of the California Act.
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expenses which are to be added to the invoice price of the article to
be sold so as to determine its cost for resale thereof. A merchant's
stock in trade varies from time to time. Meats, bakery products and
certain classes of groceries deteriorate rapidly. Is the merchant to
take stock and hold an accounting every time he wishes to display for
sale a few leader articles below normal price for the purpose of
advertisement? For the purpose of such sales is he to estimate his
average overhead expenses for the period of a year, or for a month,
or is he to ascertain that sum on the very day on which he proposes
to sell the forbidden article? By what standard is a merchant to
determine such elements as depreciation of goods, selling costs, or
credit losses? What is to be the measure of the value of his equipment? Is there to be no limit of expenditures for interest, insurance
or advertising? The statute throws no light upon these perplexing
problems. Every merchant is left to guess at the rules and standards
to be applied and to determine for himself the period for which the
overhead expenses are to be calculated. The section is therefore
uncertain and void in that regard. Numerous authorities hold that
when a statute is so indefinite and uncertain with respect to an element which is necessary to constitute the criminal offense or the
unlawful act prohibited that men of common intelligence will differ
substantially as to its meaning or application, it is deemed to be
unenforcible and void. Under such circumstances the statute may
not be enforced since it violates the 'due process of law' clause of
the federal Constitution."

Difficult to Define Cost for This Purpose
Even if an attempt were made to cure this defect in the law by
making the definition of cost more specific and capable of application, it is hardly conceivable that any legislature could formulate
a method for determining full cost to the individual business concern in a manner that is both fair and impregnable to technical attack. A good many elaborate attempts to do this were made during
the NRA, but it is doubtful if any of them were successful.
The complaint must encompass the sale of a specific commodity
or service in a particular channel of trade or to a specific customer
or class of customers, and, in cases where any of these sales characteristics are multiple, joint costs are involved which must be unscrambled before the specific cost of any one sale or class of sales
can be known. Even the cost of the commodities themselves is not
an easy computation in the case of the manufacturer, although the
cost of commodities purchased for resale by the merchandiser can
usually be found with not too much difficulty. It is worth noting
in this connection, however, that apparently the only people much
interested in this type of state legislation are merchants, particularly retailers. Practically speaking, therefore, only distribution
costs must be analyzed. This practical elimination of manufac147
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turers from the field is no great gain, however, since the analysis
of merchandising costs is notoriously known to be in its infancy.
Average Over -All Cost
That legislators have recognized some of these difficulties even
before the courts brought them forcibly to their attention is indicated by certain provisions of the laws in question. These provisions are in the nature of compromises with or departures from
the principle of individual cost. Each of them is a step away from
the original idea that a business man should be prevented from
selling goods at less than his own cost and in the direction of a rule
that he must be governed by some "cost" which is not his own, and
which may be entirely artificial. Even the rule against sales below
individual cost is price -fixing in a sense and to a degree, but when
the individual cost principle is abandoned, as is done very completely in the Minnesota Anti - Discrimination Act, the price -fixing
character of the legislation can no longer be denied.
The California law was amended last year to include the following phraseology:
"Proof of average over -all cost of doing business for any particular
inventory period when added to the cost of production of each article
or product, as to a producer, or invoice or replacement cost, whichever
is lower, of each article or product, as to a distributor, shall be presumptive evidence of cost as to each such article or product involved
in any action brought under this act and involving the violation of any
provisions of sections 3 and 5 of this act."

This provision is intended to aid the prosecution of those accused
of below -cost selling by making it unnecessary for the complainants
to produce evidence of specific costs of the particular class of business complained of. It does not necessarily mean that such specific
costs will be disregarded, but the defendant has to introduce them
counter to the prosecution's evidence of "average over -all cost of
doing business." In other words, the burden of proof is placed
on the defendant that he is not guilty; otherwise the prosecution
would be forced to prove by the only evidence that is really pertinent, namely, specific cost, that the defendant is guilty. Thus if a
defendant is not in a position to employ the accounting talent necessary to prove specific cost, he may be convicted on the basis of
evidence that is not really germane to the proceedings. This provision was doubtless adopted because the law was found unwork148
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able without it. "Average over -all cost of doing business," it is
needless to say, is seldom, if ever, a fair measure of the cost of selling particular commodities or transacting business with particular
customers or in a given territory.
Another Step Away from Individual Cost
The next paragraph of section ii, also an amendment of 1937,
tampers with the principle of individual cost in a somewhat different way. It reads as follows:
"Proof of transportation tariffs when fixed and approved by the
Railroad Commission of the State of California shall be presumptive
evidence of delivery cost as provided in section 3 hereof."
This means that "transportation tariffs" may be substituted for
the seller's own delivery costs in determining a violation of the Act,
even though the seller's own method of delivery may be cheaper
than the tariffs. This will be done if the seller is unable by accounting analysis to demonstrate the delivery costs on the particular
business complained of. The analysis of delivery costs is oftentimes very difficult, and this provision of the Act is intended to
solve many a problem of prosecution. Even more than the preceding paragraph, this is a step in the direction of price- fixing, since
the seller who wants to avoid trouble will see to it that his price
includes enough to cover transportation costs computed on the basis
of the approved tariffs. Thus a law which started out to forbid
sales below individual cost gradually assumes the form of a rule
forbidding sales of goods below a built -up "cost" which will be
higher than the actual cost of efficiently managed concerns and high
enough to "put an umbrella over" those who are loudest in their
demands for protection —the relatively inefficient members of every
trade.
Average Prior Year Costs
The Minnesota Anti - Discrimination Act goes even farther than
the California law in an attempt to simplify the problems of the
prosecution. The Minnesota definition of "cost of doing business"
reads in part as follows:
. the average of all costs of doing business incurred in the
conduct of such business during the calendar year immediately preceding any alleged violation of this Act ..."
149
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In other words, the Minnesota legislators do not recognize any
customer or commodity characteristics which make one sale cheaper
to make or one commodity cheaper to sell than the others. The
law forbids any differentiation (if such differentiation results in
mark ups lower than average operating cost) between the costs of
handling one variety of goods as compared with another, or between making cash and credit sales, or between large sales and
small sales. It assumes, for example, that it costs the grocer just
as much per dollar of sales to handle sugar in ioo-lb. bags as it
does to sell tomatoes by the pound or canned goods by the can.
This provision, furthermore, denies to the merchant who has
taken steps to reduce costs, or whose costs have been reduced by
changes in the type or volume of business done, the opportunity to
pass on to his customers the effected savings until one whole year
has elapsed. This feature made the law seem unreasonable to a
Federal court which recently declared se ve ra l se ct ions of it , including this one, unconstitutional.
The "Established Cost Survey"
Not satisfied with the relatively minor relief granted the prosecution by such provisions as these, the legislatures of the several
states which have such laws have included in them a provision
similar to the following:
" .. Where a particular trade or industry, of which the person,
firm, or corporation complained against is a member, has an established cost survey for the locality and vicinity in which the offense is
committed, the said cost survey shall be deemed competent evidence to
be used in proving the costs of the person, firm or corporation complained against within the provisions of this act."

None of these statutes defines "an established cost survey," nor is
it indicated who shall make it or who is to be responsible for its
accuracy and fairness. Since no "established cost survey," has as
yet been utilized as the basis for a prosecution (as far as the writer
has been able to discover) discussion of such a survey must be
largely in the nature of speculation. The Federal court which was
asked to pass on the validity of the Minnesota law found nothing
commendable in this provision. The decision reads in pa rt as
follows:
"While it seems probable that the Legislature in enacting this section had in mind some definite and understandable thing, we think that
they failed to express it in plain language. What is a 'cost survey,'
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and by whom or by what is it made? Does the section relate to surveys made by trade groups and associations of which an accused merchant is a member, or does it relate to anything which is denominated
a 'cost survey' no matter who makes it? Is a 'cost survey' evidence
regardless of whether it is fair or unfair? By the terms of this section a cost survey is prima facie evidence when it is shown to have
established a fair and reasonable average cost —but is the question of
the fairness and reasonableness of the cost survey a question for the
court to determine in a collateral inquiry, or is it a question of fact
for the jury? How extensive is the locality or vicinity affected by
any cost survey?
. This section of the statute we regard as so
vague, indefinite, arbitrary and discriminatory that it cannot be sustained."
If a s imi lar vi ew i s t a k e n b y t h e S u p r e me Cou r t of t h e Un i t e d
States, to which this case will presumably be appealed, the cost
sur ve y ma y "d ie ab or ni ng." However, it is hardly safe to predict
wh a t t he Su p re me Cou r t wil l d o. The opin ion q uoted may se em
to some unnecessarily severe.
Such a survey has been made in Michigan by gasoline dealers in
Detroit and vicinity. It wa s ca rr ied out b y a cer ti fi ed pu bl ic a ccountant on the basis of a questionnaire distributed to all members
of t he t ra d e i n th e ar e a . Its d etai ls ha ve n ot ye t be en ma de fully
public, however, and it s va l i d i t y h as n ot b e e n p a ss e d on b y a n y
court. The Wayne County prosecutor has considered it sufficiently
sati sfa ctor y t o j usti fy the iss uan ce of warr ant s ch arging sal es below cos t i n a nu mbe r of ca s e s, bu t th e se cas e s h a ve not come t o
trial.

Meaning of "Established"
It h as b een the cont enti on of th e ga soli ne d eale rs t hat a su rvey
carried out by t hemselves and ap proved by their own organization
was sufficiently "established" to come within the intent of the law.
This posi tion is given some sup port by an op inion of the attorney
general of the stat e of Mi n ne s ot a wh o, on b e in g as k ed t he si gnificance of the word "established," replied as follows:

"'

"The act contains no definition of 'established cost survey' and it is
difficult to predict in advance the precise meaning which the courts
will attach to this term. The word 'establish,' in common language,
has various meanings, and the peculiar sense in which it is used in any
sentence is to be determined by the context. See Words and Phrases,
First Series, Volume, 3, page 2470. 'The word "established," "as
Words and
usually understood, means settled, fixed, confirmed.
Phrases, First Series, Volume 3, page 2470.
"By the use of the word 'established' before the words 'cost survey'
we believe the legislature meant a 'cost survey' that is generally recognized by persons engaged in the trade or industry covered by such
151
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will,

is

will

will

cost survey, as being accurate or reliable. In other words, it is our
opinion that before a cost survey
be accepted by a court as prima
facie evidence of the costs of a particular dealer, it
be necessary
to show that such cost survey
generally accepted as truly representing the cost of doing business for such trade or industry in such
locality or vicinity. A cost survey taken by a regularly established retail association or by an effective trade organization, if it otherwise
meets the requirements above referred to,
we believe, be accepted
until proved in error."
Cost Survey "Competent" or "Prima Facie" Evidence

is

One of the most interesting things about the "cost survey" is
the precise part which it is expected to play in the prosecution of
cases of below -cost selling. The California law says that it "shall
be deemed competent evidence to be used in proving the costs" of
the defendant. The Minnesota statute includes this phraseology
and continues by providing that the result of the cost survey "shall
be deemed prima facie evidence of the cost of all individuals, firms
or corporations of such trade or industry in such locality and
vicinity." We can perhaps leave it to the lawyers and the history
of adjudicated cases to determine the practical significance of the
distinction between "competent" and "prima facie" evidence as
applied to cost surveys, but it is fairly evident that in each jurisdiction the legislature has attempted to lay the burden of proof as
far as possible on the defendant, and that it is the intention, in
the absence of rebuttal evidence of the defendant's own cost data,
to convict him on the basis of the costs of other members of the
trade or industry. In Minnesota this intention
made the more
obvious by the final clause of the "cost survey" section of this act
which reads in part as follows:
plus

".

. sales at prices less than the actual replacement cost of the
goods
[the result of the cost survey] shall be deemed to be sales
below cost within the provisions of this Act."
By this clause the character of this law is changed from one which
forbids sales below the seller's own cost to one which forbids sales
below a fixed minimum price.
What Cost Figure Is Called Forp
With respect to the cost survey, one question is likely to arise in
the cost accountant's mind as to the character of its findings. Is
the figure of operating cost derived from the survey to be the highest cost found, the lowest, the average, or some other figure? Evi152
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dently if the survey results are to be used as the Minnesota law
intends, a determination of this point must be made. Such a determination is presumably also necessary under the California act
in which the cost survey is merely "competent evidence." A mass
of undigested figures would hardly be of value for prosecution
purposes. Only the Minnesota legislators have made their position
clear on this point. The survey is intended to establish "a fair and
reasonable average cost of doing business for that particular trade
or industry" whose costs have been surveyed. The onlooker is
left puzzled as to how a "fair and reasonable" average differs from
any other average, but it may be cynically suspected that any average derived by a "cost survey" will be considered "fair and reasonable."
Whether the "cost survey" is merely "competent evidence," as
in California and Michigan, or "prima facie evidence," as in Minnesota, it will doubtless be subject to severe attack by counsel for
the defense. In either case it must be realized that the task of the
prosecution is to make such an impressive showing of the operating
costs of others that the court will be willing to accept such figures
as proving beyond a reasonable doubt the costs of the defendant
who cannot, of course, in a criminal case or in a suit involving a
criminal offense, be required to furnish his records as evidence.
It is difficult for the layman, at least, to know precisely what is
meant by providing that a "cost survey" may be "competent" evidence in connection with an alleged violation of such a law. Apparently, at a minimum, the expression means that the "cost survey" is admissible evidence, to be used for whatever it may be
worth in proving the costs of the individual complained against.
Without this provision, evidence as to the costs of others would
presumably have little standing as even tending to prove the costs
of the defendant.
Characteristics of an Adequate Cost Survey
The following suggestions as to the character of an adequate
cost survey apply most completely to a jurisdiction in which the
survey is merely to be used as evidence in proving an individual
seller's costs and does not, as in Minnesota, result in a single figure
which itself constitutes the minimum -price base. Even in the latter
case, however, the survey is not immune from attack, as is indi-
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cated by the attorney - general's opinion. If it could be shown, for
example, that the figures were not representative or that they had
been "rigged" in any way, the minimum markup which they purported to establish would scarcely be upheld by the courts.
In order that a "cost survey" may be of practical value in proving the costs of an individual or for establishing a minimum markup which can successfully be defended, it must have at least the
following characteristics:
( i ) The information on which it is based must be collected in
such a way that there is no possibility of juggling or tampering to
obtain a result desired by the trade group.
(2)

The returns from the inquiry must be sufficiently numerous
and varied to produce a representative cross - section of the trade or
industry in the particular locality.
(3) The compilations and computations of data must be carried
out by use of the most accepted statistical and accounting techniques.
(4) The best possible organization and display of the figures
must be made.
Eliminating Opportunity for Bias or Tampering
The first requirement is of prime importance, and is relatively
easy to carry out. It means, for one thing, that the cost reports
should be prepared by the members of the trade themselves or by
their own accountants. Reports prepared from the members' records by an accountant on the trade association's staff would be
subject to doubt as to their complete lack of bias. On the other
hand, the trade association might successfully employ a firm of
public accountants over whose principles and methods they presumably have no control. The returns from the inquiry, however
prepared, must be sworn to or otherwise certified as correct. They
must be received and compiled by some agency, such as a public
accounting firm or a university bureau of business research, which
is unquestionably unbiased and has an established position of
public esteem.
The questionnaires and instructions must be most carefully
drawn up so as to obtain the information required without bias in
any direction and to insure the greatest comparability and repre154
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sentation. The most innocent - appearing form of inquiry can
easily contain requirements which produce a result which is far
from a fair picture of the real situation. Amateurs in questionnaire
preparation should never be employed to carry out this part of the
task. Statistical bureaus commonly find it necessary to spend long
hours and the most skillful available talent in the preparation of
forms of inquiry which will accomplish the desired result.
The questionnaires must be made available to every known member of the trade or industry in the locality covered, regardless of
membership in any trade association. No one should be given the
opportunity to come into court with the assertion that he was given
no chance to submit his costs. Finally, every return must be used
in the compiled results, or the reasons for its exclusion must be
adequately explained. This is a positive requirement, not a negative one; the final report must show how many returns were received, how many were used, and why those excluded were not
used. Legitimate reasons for not using returns may include failure
to fill out returns completely, failure to get returns to the compilers in time to be included, and obvious errors and inconsistencies
in the returns.
Securing Adequate Representation
The requirement of adequate representation is by all odds the
hardest to fulfill. It includes numerical and geographical representation, as well as a sufficient sampling by size and other economic characteristics.
Numerical representation requires both absolute numbers and
sufficient proportion of trade volume. A very small number of
very large members would not be representative, even though they
constituted a major portion of business done. Neither would a
considerable number of reports from very small members carry
the required weight. The ideal solution to this requirement, of
course, is a final report made up from the replies of members
whose size- groupings correspond with and are proportional to
the size- groupings of the trade or industry as a whole in the particular area. This is by no means an easy matter, since the number
of concerns whose accounting and statistical records are adequate
to respond to a comprehensive cost inquiry is dishearteningly
small. So true is this that in many cases it will be found necessary
155
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to conduct the inquiry by first laying down the requirements for
record- keeping and then allowing sufficient time to elapse for the
information to accumulate. In this respect the trade or industry
which has promoted uniform methods of accounting and reporting
will be in a fortunate position.
Geographical representation is necessary even where the inquiry
is conducted in a restricted area, since differences in location within
a metropolitan district, for example, bring about important differences in rental values and in the types of trade served.
The problem of size- representation has already been mentioned.
For the likelihood that small enterprises will not be well represented there is perhaps one alleviating circumstance. That is that
the unit costs of large and presumably efficient concerns tend to be
lower than those of smaller ones. If this tendency can be demonstrated, the fact that the survey is weighted with the costs of large
concerns will simply mean that the resulting bias is downward.
Such a bias is not as fatal for the purpose intended, of course, as
would be an upward bias.
Economic characteristics of particular importance are chiefly
those related to the type of business done. Complaints of selling
below cost must be couched in terms of specific sales of specific
commodities or services to specific classes of customers or in
specific markets. Given business units, however, seldom confine
their activities to one particular field. The retailing of one commodity is usually accompanied by sales of other commodities and
services. The manufacture of one product is seldom divorced
from the manufacture of the same product in different sizes,
grades, or types and of entirely different products. Sales in one
market or by one method are often associated with sales in other
markets and by other methods. And all these variations occur in
differing degrees and combinations. The costs of the several
phases of business carried on by each concern are so tied together
that in many cases they seem inextricable. A wide enough representation, however, may give some clues to methods of isolating
costs attributable to the particular aspect of business concerning
which complaint has been made, and, what may be more important,
it will furnish examples sufficiently like the offender to convince
judge and jury.
156
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Use of Best Accounting and Statistical Techniques
It would seem hardly necessary to demonstrate the necessity
for the use of the best accounting and statistical techniques available. This means practically available, of course, since in many
cases the use of the techniques most defensible theoretically is
precluded by the character of the available data. Specifically, if
averages are to be used, they must be truly representative;
weighted averages are likely to be preferable to simple averages,
for example. Cost distributions and allocations must be made on
the most defensible bases. The use of arbitraries and pure assumptions must be avoided.
Although cost surveys under state unfair practices laws are a
rather new development, a good many industries had experience
with similar surveys during the life of the NRA. In this period
many industries whose codes called for fixed minimum prices or
minimum -price bases presented the results of cost surveys to the
Administration. Among them were the lumber, bituminous coal,
cement, paint, pencil, clay products, and retail solid fuel industries.
The code for retail solid fuel provided for the establishment of
emergency minimum prices based on mine costs plus transportation plus costs of handling. The outcome of one effort to
determine handling costs throws interesting light on the requirements outlined above.
A cost survey was conducted in the St. Louis area and minimum
prices were established. In response to instant complaints and
threats of court action the Research and Planning Division of the
NRA made an investigation. Their report sets forth in some detail the several respects in which the St. Louis survey violated the
requirements of an adequate cost investigation. The report, in
part, follows:
"(1) The cost used as a basis for determining the lowest cost for
the area was not representative. Cost reports for only 29 dealers out
,
of 1200
known members of the industry in that area were used as a
basis, in which reports no class 'C' dealers were included.
"(2) The method used in projecting the costs of the 29 dealers by
size groups on the assumption that those who had not reported would
show average costs similar to those reported was not proper.
"(3) The simple average basis used by the foregoing projected
costs unduly inflated the results in that the same weight through this
process was given the dealer whose sales amounted to over 80,000 tons
during the year as to ones whose sales were less than 2,000 tons. It is
necessary that a very large proportion of the tonnage handled should
157
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be represented in a cost tabulation with a showing of the cost range
as well as the tonnages that were handled at different levels of costs.
This has not been done.
"(4) The method used on page 10 of the accountant's report where
there is a set -up of simultaneous equations for the purpose of determining a relative cost for handling commercial versus domestic sales
is not proper in that those equations are entirely fallacious and in no
way do they give the answer to the relative costs of these two types
of sales.
"(5) The Code Authority Committee used the simple average cost
of $2.75, determined as outlined in (3) above, and to this figure added
an arbitrary amount of .23¢ per ton which they state is a calculated
additional cost for 1934 over 1933. No method by which this additional figure was obtained is given. The following quoted statement
from the Committee's report indicates that the basis which they used
in determining the lowest cost was not secure even in the minds of
the Code Authority Committee:
"'Timidity, however, prevailed and the cost margins finally selected by the Code Authority averaged a net return, after deduction of an approved domestic cash discount and commercial quantity discount, of $2.70 a ton.
"(6) After arriving at the average basic cost determined in accordance with the foregoing of $2.98 per ton, the Code Authority Committee adjusted this cost by an average discount of .70¢ per ton for
commercial consumers and 5% for cash for domestic consumers. On
this basis it was calculated that the average domestic net margin
would amount to $3.01 while the average commercial net margin
would amount to $2.26 or a composite average net margin for domestic and commercial business of $2.70 per ton. The schedule of commercial discounts given in the Cost Committee's report is not substantiated by any data included in the report and ranges from no discount
for less than 10 tons to a discount of $1.25 per ton on purchases of
over 200 tons per month."
T h e St . Louis survey was probably not an extreme case of
faulty technique. Worse cases could be cited. On e in du st ry, for
example, attempted to establish "lowest reasonable cost" by means
of reports fr om only 33 out of some 6,600 members of the
industry.

Organization and Display of Figures
In the final display of the results of the survey, the tendency will
be to boil the wh ole thing down t o one figure, usu ally an average,
which re p r e se n t s th e j u dgme n t of t he i n t er e s t ed gr oup a s to t h e
desired minimum. In man y ca s e s, h owe ve r, a s t r onge r ca s e ca n
be made by an adequate pre sentation of the range of costs and the
characteristics of the individual figures. In some cases a complete
ar r a y of individual results may be both feasible and desirable.
In others, where data are numerou s, frequency distributions of individual cost reports classified as to size, location, and other charac158
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teristics may be of value. Charts and other visual devices may be
helpful. The survey report should, in addition to exhibiting
numerical results, explain fully the methods used in accumulating
and compiling the data. Care must be taken, of course, not to disclose information furnished in confidence, and a nice balance must
be struck between a report which is too sketchy to be convincing
and one which is so voluminous as to be confusing.

ST A N D AR D C O S T S I N T H E F I E L D O F
DISTRIBUTIO N
By Charles Reitell,
Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison, New York, N. Y.
Introduction
HE recent application of cost accounting to the problems of
merchandising brings forth an interesting paradox. The
earliest service of cost accounting was developed to aid in the field
of merchandising, largely to determine profitable from unprofitable
lines. Yet this cost service was performed without the individual
company having any knowledge of its own merchandising costs.
Most of us recall how in the beginnings of cost accounting its chief
function was to find out the unit cost of manufacturing the different lines of product. Untouched, however, was the problem
of finding the unit cost of merchandising these different lines.
Now we know the unit cost of manufacturing products is not
sufficient for segregating profitable from unprofitable lines. Sales
policy, to be sound, must have broken down the merchandising
costs for the different units of product.
Only a little observation and study are required to find that the
very same units of product vary greatly in distribution costs. And
because of these wide variations it is incumbent upon cost accountants to work out a sound application of cost accounting for distribution.

T

Growing Importance of Distribution Costs
Deeply engrained in my memory is the flat 15 per cent we used
to add to the manufacturing costs in order to cover selling and
159
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administration. How often you and I have written, "S. & A.
1
157o" at the bottom of our cost sheets, feeling that that percent
increase was a complete and sufficient method for handling distribution costs.
No longer will such flimsy methods suffice. Many forces now
are at work that require greater proportionate outlays to cover
distribution than ever before.
Advertising, larger territorial sales areas, more complete and
scientific coverage, stiffer competition, far -flung delivery service
and the selling through as many as four different media (retailer,
jobber, distributor and chain) all mean that a much larger proportion of our costs are in distribution.
Before me are the cost sheets of one large manufacturer of
candy and at his present volume of output, 38 per cent of his
total cost goes to distribution. In the brewing industry, manufacturing and distribution run nip and tuck when it comes to costs.
In such industries as ginger ale and soft drinks, cosmetic and food
lines, distribution costs usually far outstrip those of manufacturing.
The Cost Accounting Approach
Cost accounting, in approaching these problems of distribution,
must go into reverse, compared with the methods used for costing
manufacturing.
In manufacturing we had a fixed plant area with its miscellaneous departments wherein we had to break down costs into different units of products. In costing merchandising, in contrast, we
take the units of product and determine costs for the sales areas
and conditions that are not fixed and which are constantly changing
— expanding or contracting.
Generally speaking, we find five large fields of distribution, all
in constant flux, that make for different costs for the units of
product. They are:
i . The different territorial or geographical areas in which the
product is sold.
2. The types of sales outlets, such as retailer, jobber, distributor, chain and mail order.
3. The nature and type of advertising that is required by the
different territories and outlets.
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4. The difference in selling methods and costs.
5. The difference in delivery methods and costs.
It is amazing the difference in the cost of distribution according
to the areas by zones in which the product is sold. Some of the
variable factors that make for difference in costs are:
a. Rural vs. urban markets.
b. Distance of the territory from the manufacturing plant.
c. The purchasing power of the product by zones.
d. Racial, religious and economic conditions for different
zones.
Also must be mentioned the amount of coverage that is necessary
for serving each zone.
Territorial Problems
Markets far from home usually require a much greater distribution expense per unit than those in the local territory. Here the
cost accountant's analysis of merchandising costs by territories becomes extremely important and if satisfactory results are to be obtained, net profit realization is the definite goal to be established
for each zone in which operations take place.
At this time is introduced the most difficult factor in getting
satisfactory distribution costs, namely, that the time and expense
needed to break down actual merchandising costs by products, by
territories, by salesmen and by type of selling outlets, are so great
that the ends seldom justify the expenditure. That is why
standard costs bring more satisfactory results.
By the use of standard costs, established for at least a minimum
period of six months, there is set the net operating profit breakdown for each product for each zone. Where a large number of
products are being marketed, these products, in turn, must be
grouped into trading accounts which are classified together into
main groupings, such groupings made according to the net profit
realizations of the different products.
Advertising and delivery costs per unit vary greatly according
to different zones. Where the manufacturer is forced to cover
delivery costs, there is found the marginal territorial limits to
which he can go and sell at a profit. If the commodity is low
161
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priced and heavy in weight, the manufacturer is decidedly limited.
Again, definite limitations exist when it comes to truck delivery.
Many products, to be sold with a satisfactory net profit, cannot be
delivered by truck beyond a scope of 3 0 0 miles. Beyond that point
rail delivery will likely be found more advantageous.
Likewise, advertising costs differ for different territories and
our standard costs for advertising will vary greatly according to
different zones such advertising is to cover. Different advertising
media are suggested for different zones because of the various
types of consumers found in the different territories.
Also, the nature of the competition in the different areas will
affect the standard costs that are to be set up, both for advertising
and selling costs.
Where salesmen are working in a close -to -home market in a
highly populated area, the cost per call and sale of the unit will be
correspondingly low compared with the cost per call and per unit
sale in a sparsely settled area in which the salesmen must make
long drives in order to contact different customers. For both
delivery and selling, definite weighted standards must be established for the average delivery haul and the average number of
selling stops that can be made in a given zone, and the standard
costs must be based on the length of the delivery haul and the
number of stops.
The nature of the coverage also varies with the zone. Certain
industries require that salesmen stop at each possible outlet once
a week, other zones will be covered only once every other week,
while still other zones will be visited once a month, or perhaps as
infrequently as once a quarter or once a half year. Obviously,
then, the problem of coverage greatly affects the standard cost set
f or each zone.
Costs by Sales Outlets
Many industrial establishments have more than one type of sales
outlet for the products. There are very few, indeed, that do not
have at least retail and distributor outlets, while many others have,
in addition to these two, sales through chain stores, sales representatives and mail order distribution. Naturally, the price realization and the standard merchandising costs for each of these different types of outlets differ greatly by units of product.
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In a certain industry where the retail outlet receives a sales
realization of $15, that same unit through a jobber sells for $14,
through a distributor for $13, and through chain outlets for
$11.50. The importance of cost accounting, therefore, by different types of outlets for this industry is obvious. The standard
cost of retail sales will naturally be higher because the burden of
selling, advertising and delivery fall upon the industry. In contrast, where sales pass through a jobber or distributor it is generally assumed that they will take care of the selling and at least a
certain part of the advertising expenses.
Standard cost accounting for merchandising thus must determine
not only the standard net operating profit by territorial zones, but
by types of outlets through which the sales are made.
In order to accomplish this break -down the best procedure I
know is to establish first, your net operating profit for retail outlets, distributor outlets and the like, and then make further analyses
of each of these according to the different territories in which the
retail and distributor sales are taking place.
Net Profit Realization
Typical salesmen are interested in selling volume. More enlightened sales management, however, is pushing their salesmen to
sell the more profitable items. Unfortunately, up to this time the
more profitable items have been segregated from the less profitable
ones on the gross margin rather than on the net operating profit.
Therefore, the burden now falls on cost accounting to analyze the
net profit realization that is made by each salesman. This can be
accomplished by a system of weighting wherein no profit information is broadcast through the selling force.
For instance, if Unit A shows a net profit realization of $i.00,
Unit B, $1.5o and Unit C, $2.50, then these three different items
can be given a common denominator rating 1, 1.5 and 2.5.
Where a salesman is required to sell not a few but hundreds of
different items, all that is necessary is to group the different products into net profit realization classifications. For example, Class
A would cover all those items with a net profit range of o to 50
cents, Class B, all those items showing a net profit realization beand so on. By giving each of these
tween 50 cents and $i.00
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classifications a letter it is possible to identify in the price list for
the salesmen every product in relation to its net profitableness.
The analysis of the amount of net profit sold by each salesman
lays the basis for a sound compensation plan. Salesmen for each
territory can be given a quota of value units, each value unit rating
so much net profit. Then by analyzing the sales of each salesman
for the month according to the common denominator valuation
plan, it is determined whether he exceeds or fails to meet his
quota. For each value over and above the quota a given amount
of bonus can be paid.
Conclusion
From the above explanations it would appear that the establishment of an adequate cost break -down in the field of distribution is
a complex and intricate undertaking. I find the reverse is true.
Once we have standard costs established for manufacturing and
have definite budgets set up for our distribution expenses, both for
territories and types of sales outlets, it is no difficult task to establish standard costs for distribution and it is on a basis of standard
costs and standard net profit realizations that all our calculations
must be based.
Therefore, I bring to you a new application of standard costs,
an application comparable with that found in standard costs for
manufacturing. By the above principles, therefore, we redeem
merchandising from a guess -work, hunch - following activity to one
of sound, scientific determination.
I would be rash, indeed, if I were to hold that the above principles are applicable to every type and kind of business. I will
hazard a guess, however, that most of our industries can be covered by such an analysis. I do know that in those industries in
which I have worked it is proving successful.
Cost accounting in the years to come has an outstanding opportunity and also a definite responsibility for applying cost analyses
to the field of distribution. It is up to us members of the
N. A. C. A., to forge ahead into this field. I feel that during the
next ten years we will see a marked development in cost accounting
in the merchandising field and that we will have much sounder
methods to guide our selling efforts than we have enjoyed in the
past.
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